KEY ANSWERS OF JUNE-2020 ENGLISH EXAMINATION
Q. No I
1) Don’t, They?
2) Seeking permissiomn.
3) Would have.
4) Some books have been bought by me.
Q. No II
5) Fast-food
6) Combine
7) Education
8) The
9) Adjective
10) Who
11) Across
12) Give’s
13) Don’t smile always at others.
14) Goa is smallest state in India.
15) How does Anupama sing?
16) She asked him why he had bought it.
Q. No III
17) Hemanth moved to the edge of the compound to pluck flowers. He lost
balance fell down and broke his leg.
Q. No IV
18) Roma’s brother, Dinesh, had told him that her cell phone & hand bag
were missing. Baleshwar revisited the spot where Roma had fallen.With
help of a railway employee he was able to recover some of her
belongings
19) Don Anselmo was generous. Because he was a man of principles he
refused to take the extra money offered by the Americans for his land.
20) Yes, Anant was a talented boy. He was the best table - tennis player in
the school and the fastest runner. He was learning to play the Sitar and
was already able to compose his own tunes.

21) The nuclear powers wanted to sign an agreement to stop the test of
nuclear weapons. There was a possibility that, one of them could
secretly conduct a test.Detecting the violation was the problem The
three super powers wanted to come to an agreement - ban on the
nuclear weapon test.They met in Geneva to discuss the problems that
could arise as a result.
22) The Jazz player wants to convey to the world that he is Black man who
can draw people towards him through his music. The Jazz player forgets
everything when he plays the music to preach the world. At moment he
feels like a bird which gathers his wings and flies higher and higher.
23) Dicky Dolma lost her mother when she was just 11.She also lost her
brother. These experiences had a profound impact on her life.
24) Hanif was dabbled in art, sketched very well, made beautiful cards out
of waste material, read a great deal and loved playing the drums. That is
why the officers at Raj Rifals made him get all his instruments from Delhi
and form the music group’ Hanif 7'.
Q. No V.
25) In pre independent india conditions of SC and ST were very bad. In post
independent India,we have seen much progress in providing equality of
opportunities to the people. Now the door of opportunity are being
opened for members of SC and ST which had been closed for them for
century. No legal bars are exist today for self expression or self
advancement. They are enrolling themselves in institutes of higher
learning and entering public services. They have come to occupy high
offices of state in state and center. Judges, ambassadors and governors
have been drawn from there ranks. They have acquitted themselves
creditably in all these positions of responsibility.
26) It was dark, stormy night in winter a ship was out at sea. Huge waves
dashed against the ship and the roar of the sea filled the sailors with
fear. They crowded together in one cabin. Even the bravest among them
could not sleep.They just sat in the darkness and prayed. As the storm
continued, the captain too gave up hope and said that nothing could
save them. At that point, the captain’s little daughter held his hand and
quietly asked if God protected them on sea.Her faith in God filled the
sailors with a new hope. By morning, the storm cleared and they
reached harbor safely.

Q. No VI.
27) a) Here I refers to Swami’s father.
b) Swami was studying in the second form.
c) When Swami’s father scolding and liking at him, Father was not happy
with the way his son was being brought up he wanted his son to be
more courageous.
28) a) Columbus said his.
b) All sailors were ready to attack on Coloumbus.
c) Here ‘in irons’ means Prison or Jail (Punishment)
29) a) Satish’s father is the speaker here.
b) Here you refers to Satish.
c) He gave lot of books to read.
30) a) Poet Norman Nichollson is the speaker here.
b) Speaker is preparing to go to outer space.
c) Here ‘winter under lock’ means no changes in weather.
Q. No VII.
31) Mr. Ganesh is 35 years old. He is Assistant Manager at SBI Hanagal. He
was born on 24th August in Haveri solid built physique. His educational
qualification is M.Sc., M.Ed. He is happy with his small family–wife(Vani),
a a daughter Ankita who is atudying 5th Standard.. Reading & Trrekking
are some of his hobbies. He is a very popular person in his locality
because, he is helpful and soft spoken. He is not only a loving father but
also an ideal gentleman among his neighbors by helpin poor and needy.
Q. No VIII.
32) Once upon a time there lived a ferocious lion in the forest. It was a greedy
lion and started killing animals in the forest indiscriminately. Seeing this,
the animals gathered and decided to approach the lion with the offer of
one animal of each species volunteering itself to be eaten by the lion
every day. So every day it was the turn of one of the animals and in the
end came the rabbits' turn. The rabbits chose a old rabbit among them.
The rabbit was wise and old. It took its own sweet time to go to the Lion.
The Lion was getting impatient on not seeing any animal come by and
swore to kill all animals the next day the rabbit then strode along to the
Lion by sunset. The Lion was angry at him. But the wise rabbit was calm
and slowly told the Lion that it was not his fault. He told the Lion that a
group of rabbits were coming to him for the day when on the way, an
angry Lion attacked them all and ate all rabbits but himself.

Some how he escaped to reach safely, the rabbit said.
He said that the other Lion was challenging the supremacy of his Lordship
the Lion. The Lion was naturally very enraged and asked to be taken to
the location of the other Lion.
The wise rabbit agreed and led the Lion towards a deep
well filled with water. Then he showed the Lion his reflection in the water
of the well. The Lion was furious and started growling and naturally its
image in the water, the other Lion, was also equally angry.Then the Lion
jumped into the water at the other Lion to attack it, and so lost its life in
the well. Thus the wise rabbit saved the forest and its inhabitants from
the proud Lion.
Q. No IX.
33)

Q. No X.
34) The quality of mercy is not strained;
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath. It is twice blest;
It blesseth him that gives and him that takes:
Q. No XI.
35)
a)
b)

Q. No XII. (Summary of the poem I am the Land)
36) In the poem, I am the land the poet depicts the mother earth as the
speaker.Mother earth tells that she waits with patience when people
claim that the land belongs to them. They occupy the land, plough, plant
trees, grow fruits and grass. The children dance and play on the land. The
land bears everything without a complaint. The soldiers come with guns
fighting for the land. People build fences on the land to divide nations
which suffocates like chains in her neck. But mother earth mocks at the
people’s behavior with a tone of self assertion.
Q. No XIII. (Essay on Cleanliness & Hygiene)
36)
All of us live in a neighborhood or surrounding. There is saying that
“cleanliness is next to goodness”.Swachh Bharat Abhiyan’ or ‘Clean India
Mission’ is an initiative led by the Government of India to make India a clean
India. This campaign was launched officially by the Government of India on
145th birth anniversary of the great person, Mahatma Gandhi on 2nd of
October, 2014. Man is the center of environment pollution. To fulfill men’s
material comforts he is disturbing the ecological balance. It causes many
problems in our day to day life. So, keep the surroundings clean and live
happy and healthy lives

Importance
*The father of nation, Mahatma Gandhi had always dreamed to make India a
clean India and always put his hard efforts towards cleanliness in India It helps
to play an important role in shaping the personality of every individual.
*A clean and healthy environment minimizes the stress and provides a
positive outlook on theworking environment.
* It decides the destiny of every nations
*It makes us happy and healthy in out life.
* This will ensure us not only better lives but also a healthy one and provides
us betterment to thissociety.
* Greener surroundings look beautiful and also reduce pollution to keep us fit
and healthy.
*It is important as it prevents dangerous diseases like Dengue, typhoid,
hepatitis, and other diseases caused by mosquito bite, etc.

* Adopting a clean environment at homes also helps to save your money as it
protects insects and germs entering your homes.

Steps to be taken to clean surrounding.
* Do not litter on the road or in your neighborhood. Littering causes land, air
and water pollution.
*Try planting trees and plants that will beautify our surroundings as well as
keep us healthy Dirtying our surroundings will only cause harm to us..
* Cleanliness should be initiated in all the offices, schools, societies and
colleges. Industries must be set up away from residential areas.
*Every household generates waste or garbage. Now, waste or garbage should
not be thrownany where, and everywhere, but only in trash bins
*Controlling the use of plastic bags will also help to keep our surroundings
clean. One should use recycled and eco-friendly products such as paper or
jute bags instead of plastic bags. Throwing of plastic bags by the roadside only
makes our surroundings dirty and unhygienic
*In fact many cleanliness projects and campaigns such as “Save environment”,
“Swachch Bharat Abhiyan”, and “Go Green” have been undertaken by the
Government.

Conclusion
The Swachh Bharat Abhiyan aims at bringing behavioral changes in people and
to motivate health practices, spreading cleanliness awareness among people
and strengthening the cleanliness systems in all areas. Thus, on the whole,
people are becoming aware of the vital need to have a good and clean
environment. The awakening of the general masses in this respect is welcome
sign and would make our world a better place to live in.

Q. No XIV. (Essay on Cleanliness & Hygiene)
36)
From,
Kiran,
Government High School,
Koppal.
25th June 2020
Dear Krutik
How are you? I am fine here and hope the same for you. This time in my letter
I have something interesting to share with you. Last Sunday was 26 January,
i.e., Republic Day. Our school took part in the day’s celebrations. Our
respected MLA sir Shri Shankar Patil Munenekoppa was there with
honourable chief guest Mr. Rajkumar Patil. Does it not fill you with
excitement? You ask me, and I can describe the whole experience as fantastic.
We practiced throughout December and January. Our drill was called
“Bhartiyam”. We performed various exercises. Each exercise had eight beats.
Our mentor was Mr. Hullur. He is extraordinary and loves perfection. He left
no stone unturned to prepare us for the final day. Our dress code was the
Saturday uniform with colourful scarves that marked our groups. There were
total 30 exercises, which we had to perform with two paper made sunflowers
tied on each our hands, bigger than them, though light in weight.
When we entered the stadium, the air was electrifying and it charged us with
an unmatched energy. After various performances by different schools, we
were called in the field. We settled and then as our mentor beat his drum, we
drilled. When the whole drill was over, the whole stadium reverberated with
applause. The MLA and the Chief Guest both rose from their seats to applause
in appreciation. Our school has given us a CD containing the video of the
Bhartiyam. The next time you visit my home, I will show it to you for sure.
Hope to see you soon.
With love
Yours
Kiran.

